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Yeah, reviewing a ebook The Darkest Kiss Riley Jenson Guardian 6 Keri Arthur could increase
your near links listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood, talent
does not recommend that you have fabulous points.
Comprehending as without diﬃculty as treaty even more than supplementary will allow each success.
bordering to, the message as competently as acuteness of this The Darkest Kiss Riley Jenson
Guardian 6 Keri Arthur can be taken as capably as picked to act.

Circle of Desire Keri Arthur 2014-04-01 A
TEMPTING FATE Two children have been found
dead, their souls torn from their bodies. Two
more are missing, and Ethan Morgan’s niece is
one of them. A dedicated cop, Ethan has every
intention not only of bringing her back alive but
of catching the monster behind these
kidnappings. And he will use anyone and
everyone to achieve those aims—even a crazy
woman who claims to be a witch. But time is
ticking. The victims rarely stay alive for more
than seven days. Four of those days have already
passed. In ten years of working for the Damask
Circle, shapeshifter Katherine Tanner has never
come across anything that goes after kids the
way this monster does. The last thing Kat needs
is interference from a cop who has no idea what
he’s up against. But the greatest threat to Kat
may come not from the forces of darkness, but
from the man she is beginning to love. Because
Ethan is a werewolf . . . and the full moon is
rising.
Seduced By Moonlight Laurell K. Hamilton
2004-02-03 I am Meredith Gentry, P.I. and
Princess Merry, heir to the throne of Fairie. Now
there are those among me who whisper I am
more. They fear me even as they protect me.
And who can blame them? I’ve awakened the
dazzling magic that’s slumbered in them for
thousands of years. But the thing is, I can’t ﬁgure
out why. My aunt, the Queen of Air and Darkness,
is no longer distracted by her usual sadistic
hobbies. Her obsession has turned unwaveringly
to me. The mission to get me pregnant and beat
my cousin Prince Cel to the crown is taking
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longer than expected. Even though I spend each
night with the Queen’s Ravens, my immortal
guards, no child has come of our decadent
pleasures. But something else is happening. My
magic courses through me uncontrollably. And as
I lock my half-mortal body with their full-Sidhe
blooded ones, the power surges like never
before. It all began with the chalice. I dreamed of
it, and it appeared, cool and hard, beside me
when I awoke. My guards know the ancient relic
well—its disappearance ages ago stripped them
of their vital powers. But it is here with us now.
My touch resonates with its force, and they’re
consumed with it, their Sidhe essences lit up by
it. But even as they cherish me for this
unexpected gift, there are those who loathe me
for it. Me, a mongrel, only half fey and part
mortal. The Unseelie court has suﬀered for so
long, and there are some who would not have it
weakened further by an impure queen. My
enemies grow in number every day. But they do
not know what I am capable of. Nor, for that
matter, do I. . . . In Seduced by Moonlight, Laurell
K. Hamilton brings the dark, erotic reign of the
immortal fey to a startling new depth. Full of
sensuality and the consuming anticipation of
latent powers unleashed, this world of gods,
shapeshifters, and immortal souls is unveiled in
all of its supreme magniﬁcence and its
treacherous deceits.
Kissing Sin Keri Arthur 2007-01-30 From
Melbourne’s gleaming skyscrapers to its
throbbing nightclubs, Riley Jenson’s world is
raging with danger and desire. A drop-deadgorgeous werewolf–with a touch of vamp
coursing in her blood–Riley works for an
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organization created to police the supernatural
races. But when she wakes up naked and bruised
in a barren alley, she knows only that she must
run for her life. Within moments Riley collides
with the sexiest man she’s ever seen: steely,
seductive Kade, who is ﬁghting a life-and-death
battle of his own. With old lovers and enemies
gathering around her, Riley knows she is being
pursued by a new kind of criminal. Because in
Riley’s blood is a secret that could create the
ultimate warrior–if only she can survive her own
dangerous desires….
Curse the Dawn Karen Chance 2009-04-07
“Karen Chance takes her place along with Laurell
K. Hamilton, Charlaine Harris, MaryJanice
Davidson, and J.D. Robb.”—SF Revu View our
feature on Karen Chance’s Curse the Dawn.
Cassandra Palmer may be the all-powerful Pythia
now, but that doesn’t mean people have stopped
trying to kill her. Most of the supernatural power
players don’t want the independent minded
Cassie as chief clairvoyant—and they’ll stop at
nothing to see her six feet under. The Vampire
Senate does support Cassie in her position, but
their protection comes with a price: an alliance
with the sexy master vampire Mircea, who has
claimed Cassie as his own. But even the
vampires will have trouble keeping Cassie alive
now that the self-styled god Apollo, the source of
the Pythia’s power, has it in for her in a big way.
To save her life—and the world—Cassie’s going
to have to face down her creator…
Beneath A Darkening Moon Keri Arthur
2010-05-06 Someone is murdering humans on
the Ripple Creek Werewolf Reservation, and the
murders are eerily similar to those Chief Ranger
Savannah Grant witnessed nearly ten years ago.
Having once had the reputation for being the wild
sister, it seems her past has come back to haunt
her. Worse still, the man sent in to help with the
investigation is the one man Savannah had
hoped never to see again - the man who had
taken her trust and her heart, and smashed them
both. Cade Jones is in Ripple Creek to catch the
killer who escaped a decade ago. He doesn't
expect to ﬁnd the woman who nearly caused his
death - a woman who knows far more than she'll
ever let on. This time, Cade has every intention
of discovering exactly what she does know. Soon
it becomes clear that the murders are not
random and Savannah ﬁnds herself having to
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trust the one man she'd sworn never to trust
again.
Darkness Unmasked Keri Arthur 2013-06-04 The
sexy, exciting, suspenseful adventures continue
in New York Times bestselling author Keri
Arthur's Dark Angels series, starring Risa Jones, a
half-Aedh/half-werewolf. She can speak to the
souls of the dying and the dead, and can see
Reapers, the collectors of souls. Shortly after her
ﬁght on the astral plane, Risa receives a phone
call from Madeline Hunter, the leader of the
vampire council, ordering her to investigate the
death of Hunter's close friend and lover Wolfgang Schmidt. His body has been discovered
wrapped in a web-like substance and has been
completely drained. As the body count continues
to grow, Risa must summon her gifts to ﬁnd the
dark spirit before it strikes again. Meanwhile, as
the search for the keys that keep the gate to Hell
closed grows more intense, Risa begins to
unravel mysteries that will have startling
consequences for her.
A Stroke of Midnight Laurell K. Hamilton
2005-04-12 I am Meredith Gentry, P.I., solving
cases in Los Angeles, far from the peril and
deception of my real home–because I am also
Princess Meredith, heir to the darkest throne
faerie has to oﬀer. The Unseelie Court infuses me
with its power. But at what price does such magic
come? How much of my human side will I have to
give up, and how much of the sinister side of
faerie will I have to embrace? To sit on a throne
that has ruled through bloodshed and violence
for centuries, I might have to become that which
I dread the most. Enemies watch my every move.
My cousin Cel strives to have me killed even now
from his prison cell. But not all the assassination
attempts are his. Some Unseelie nobles have
waited centuries for my aunt Andais, Queen of Air
and Darkness, to become weak enough that she
might be toppled from her throne. Enemies
unforeseen move against us–enemies who would
murder the least among us. The threat will drive
us to allow human police into faerie for the ﬁrst
time in our history. I need my allies now more
than ever, especially since fate will lead me into
the arm of Mistral, Master of Storms, the queen’s
new captain of her guard. Our passion will
reawaken powers long forgotten among the
warriors of the sidhe. Pain and pleasure await
me–and danger, as well, for some at that court
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seek only death. I will ﬁnd new joys with the
butterﬂy-winged demi-fey. My guards and I will
show all of faerie that violence and sex are as
popular among the sidhe as they are among the
lesser fey of our court. The Darkness will weep,
and Frost will comfort him. The gentlest of my
guards will ﬁnd new strength and break my
heart. Passions undreamed of await us–and my
enemies gather, for the future of both courts of
faerie begins to unravel.
Incubus Dreams Laurell K. Hamilton 2010-04-01
An Anita Blake, Vampire Hunter, novel 'The bride
was a witch who solved preternatural crimes. The
groom raised the dead and slew vampires for a
living. It sounded like a Halloween joke, but it
wasn't.' When I'm not up my elbows in sacriﬁcial
gore, I've got serious preternatural issues to deal
with. Psychotic shape-shifters, duplicitous
vampires and sexually deviant were-leopards.
And that's just my friends. I'm Anita Blake,
Vampire Hunter and Federal Marshall. My life is
more complicated than ever, caught up between
obligations to the living and to the undead. Now
there is a vampire serial killer preying on
strippers. And I've been called in to help the
police.
Tempting Evil Keri Arthur 2007-02-27 In a world
of sorcery and seduction, the nights bring out the
beautiful, the damned, and the desired. Here,
Riley Jenson is on her own–half werewolf, half
vampire, working for an organization created to
police the supernatural races. Trusting her
superiors and lovers barely more than she trusts
her worst enemies, Riley plays by her own set of
rules. Her latest mission: to enter the heavily
guarded pleasure palace of a criminal named
Deshon Starr–a madman-scientist who’s been
messing around in the gene pool for decades.
With two sexy men–a cool, seductive vampire
and an irresistibly hot wolf–vying for her
attention, Riley must keep focused. Because
saving the world from Deshon Starr will mean
saving herself–from the trap that’s closing in
around her. . . .
Kiss the Night Goodbye Keri Arthur
2013-10-29 THE PRICE OF LOVE Nikki James is
just an ordinary, risk-taking, psychically inclined
private eye until she hooks up with Michael Kelly.
Now she is something more: one of the few, the
chosen, the magic-wielding undercover
operatives of the Damask Circle, an organization
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protecting humanity from a rising tide of evil. She
wants nothing more than to pass the Circle’s
strict entry exams so she can get on with the
business of planning her wedding to Michael. But
she quickly realizes that buying a wedding dress
is the least of her worries. One hundred years
ago, Michael Kelly hunted down and killed the
sorcerer responsible for murdering his lover. Now
the brother of that man is out for revenge, and
he intends to destroy all that Michael holds dear
in the process. When Michael is kidnapped, the
trail leads Nikki to a dusty ghost town surrounded
by a potent magical barrier, leaving her to battle
a madman alone with only her wits, strength, and
the one psychic gift she cannot fully control. And
to make matters even worse, Michael no longer
seems to remember who she is.
Haunted Kelley Armstrong 2009-04-03 THE
CONTINUING ADVENTURES OF THE SMART, SEXY
— SUPERNATURAL — WOMEN OF THE
OTHERWORLD Eve Levine — half-demon, black
witch and devoted mother — has been dead for
three years. She has a great house, an
interesting love life and can’t be killed again —
which comes in handy when you’ve made as
many enemies as Eve. Yes, the afterlife isn’t too
bad — all she needs to do is ﬁnd a way to
communicate with her daughter, Savannah, and
she’ll be happy. But fate — or more exactly, the
Fates — have other plans. Eve owes them a
favor, and they’ve just called it in. An evil spirit
called the Nix has escaped from hell. She feeds
on chaos and death, and is very good at
persuading people to kill for her. The Fates want
Eve to hunt her down before she does any more
damage, but the Nix is a dangerous enemy —
previous hunters have been driven insane in the
process. As if that’s not problem enough, the
only way to stop her is with an angel’s sword.
And Eve is no angel. . . .
Circle of Death Keri Arthur 2014-02-25 PASSION
REBORN In one vicious night, Kirby Brown’s world
is torn apart. Her best friend is dead, killed by a
madman who is now after Kirby, and she has no
idea why. When the police prove incapable of
protecting Kirby, she has no choice but to trust a
mysterious stranger. And while she ﬁnds herself
inexplicably drawn to him, she fears the strange
abilities he wields. An investigator for the
Damask Circle, Doyle Fitzgerald, has come to
Melbourne, Australia, to hunt down a killer. What
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he doesn’t expect to ﬁnd is a cadre of witches
capable of controlling the elements, a sorceress
determined to take that power for herself, and a
broken woman who is more than she seems.
Doyle is certain that the reason behind the
bloodshed lies in Kirby’s past—a past she has no
wish to remember. Because Doyle isn’t the only
one with magic in his soul: Kirby’s special gifts
have the strength to destroy the world.
The Cursed Shaun Herbert 2015-03-17 When Jack
Edmunds, a reporter for the Daily Tribune visits
the quiet backwater village of Ellsworth, North
Yorkshire he gets a little more than he bargained
for. Witness to the casting of an ancient gypsy
curse following allegations of corruption by the
authorities- Jack along with Suzie Brown, his
accomplice, are drawn into an ever increasing
maelstrom of events and strange happenings
beyond belief. Cut oﬀ from the outside world the
village of Ellsworth rapidly descends into a
bizarre blood-bath of demonic possession as
friend turns against friend in a frenzie of
unstoppable carnage. Can the realms of
superstition be as tangible as they seem or are
they merely a form of self-imposed psychobabble that preys upon the mind? Either way
their journey won't be easy as they confront an
ever increasing maelstrom of sinister events,
exposing them to the darker side of human
nature at its worst.
The Darkest Kiss Keri Arthur 2011-11-03 Dark
secrets. Dangerous seduction. It all begins with a
kiss... With a werewolf's uncanny instinct for
danger - and vampire blood coursing her through
her veins - Riley Jenson is an oﬃcer for the
Directorate of Other Races, an organisation
created to police supernatural beings. Now she's
hunting for a killer who is targeting the rich and
the powerful of Melbourne's society... But for
Riley the case takes a chilling turn when a
second killer - a crazed young vamp - starts
leaving a trail of mutilated bodies of his own.
Riley knows she's got the skill and cunning to
catch two serial killers at once, until one of them
strikes inside her own tight-knit clan - and a sexy
beast of a vampire re-enters her life to aid in the
hunt. His name is Quinn. He's lived forever, shed
blood and shared pleasure - and he's the only
man over whom Riley has absolutely no control...
Darkness Devours Keri Arthur 2012-06-26 New
York Times bestselling author Keri Arthur has
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been hailed for her “smart, sexy”* urban fantasy
novels. Now, she continues her Dark Angels
series set in the realm of danger and desire
known as the Guardian World… Half-werewolf,
half-Aedh Risa Jones can enter the realm
between life and death, and she can see the
Reapers who collect the souls of the dead. Now,
she is using her gifts—and the investigative
know-how of a man who broke her heart—to ﬁnd
a cabal searching for the power to control time,
reality, and fate. And this is besides her work for
the Vampire Council, half of whom want her
dead. But for now the Council needs her alive.
Someone is killing blood-whore addicted
vampires, and Risa must ﬁnd the guilty party. If
she succeeds, she may ﬁnally convince the
council to lift the execution order on her life. But
before she succeeds, she must ﬁrst survive…
Hell's Bell Keri Arthur 2018-01-26
Blackbird Crowned Keri Arthur 2021-06-22 The
ﬁnal battle begins… Gwen De Montfort’s greatest
fears have now come true. Her brother Max has
not only claimed the sword in the stone, but is
working with Darkside in order to destroy the
royal family and claim the throne for himself. But
does he hold the true Witch King’s Sword? Or is
the sword he drew a powerful fake? With the
attacks on them intensifying, Gwen, her
grandmother Moscelyne, and Luc Durant—a
sword-bearing warrior from an ancient order of
knights—race to not only uncover the truth but
ﬁnd a means of stopping Max before his plans
can come to bloody fruition. As an old goddess’s
prophecies come true and new powers rise, the
dark gates are opened and London comes under
attack. But the ﬁnal battle will not be for the
throne or the crown but rather a life, and might
well result in Gwen having to make the ultimate
sacriﬁce.
Darkness Splintered Keri Arthur 2013-11-05
New York Times bestselling author Keri Arthur
continues her Dark Angels series as halfwerewolf, half-Aedh Risa Jones races to save the
world from descending into ultimate chaos....
Risa has angered several powerful people, and
she’s starting to feel the pressure from all sides.
She also ﬁnds herself under the scrutiny of the
vampire council, some of whom consider her a
monster who should be destroyed. But they oﬀer
her a bloody bargain: Take on the lethal head of
the council and others will support her. As the
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search for the keys to hell heats up, Risa realizes
that she has no choice. For the sake of the
people she loves, she must ﬁnd the keys—and
get rid of Hunter—before the next gate is opened
and brings the world closer to all hell breaking
loose....
Claimed By Shadow Karen Chance 2007-04-03
Clairvoyant Cassie Plamer has inherited new
magical powers-including the ability to travel
through time. But it's a whole lot of responsibility
she'd rather not have. Now she's the most
popular girl in town, as an assortment of vamps,
fey, and mages try to convince, force, or seduce
her-and her magic-over to their side. But one
particular master vampire didn't ask what Cassie
wanted before putting a claim on her. He had a
spell cast that binds her to him, and now she
doesn't know if what she feels for him is real-or
imagined...
Blackbird Rising Keri Arthur 2020-02-03 A
modern fantasy novel inspired by the King Arthur
legend… For hundreds of years, the Witch King’s
sword has been buried in stone awaiting the next
hand to draw it. Many have tried. None have
succeeded. Gwen is the last in a long line of De
Montfort witches whose duty it is to protect the
sword of all power. But when she returns to King
Island to perform the blessing, a mysterious
pulse of blue light tells her that someone has
attempted to draw the sword. Before she can
investigate any further, demons attack. She only
survives with the help of a mysterious stranger
who disappears as quickly as he appears. Gwen
and her grandmother, Moscelyne, soon discover
that minor gateways into Darkside—the
traditional home of both demons and dark
elves—are being forced open by magic. Even
worse, someone is now sending demons after the
Witch King’s heirs. As vital artifacts are stolen by
Darkside and the deaths draw altogether too
close to home, Gwen and Mo—with the help of
old gods and an ancient order of knights once
thought dead—scramble to unravel the clues and
stop the murderous would-be king from claiming
the crown. If they fail and the wrong hand draws
the sword of power, he can unlock the main
gateway into Darkside and unleash utter hell
onto an unsuspecting and unprepared England….
Deadly Vows Keri Arthur 2020-06-23 Evil comes
in all forms. Sometimes it wears a human mask.
When the body of a newlywed is discovered on
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the reservation, Lizzie Grace throws herself into
the investigation, needing a distraction from
what she knows is coming not only for her but
also for Belle, her best friend and witch familiar.
But as the body count grows and a desperate
race begins to track down a supernatural entity
capable of powerful magic, it becomes evident
another deadly game has begun—one they may
not win. Because the past—and the man—they
ran from thirteen years ago has ﬁnally caught up
with them. And he’s out for revenge…
Magic Misled Keri Arthur 2021-02-23 Her husband
might be dead, but her problems are far from
over. Lizzie Grace had hoped that Clayton’s
death would bring some normality back into her
life. But not only does her father remain intent on
interfering now that he knows she can
manipulate wild magic, but the High Witch
Council has sent in an investigator to uncover her
part in Clayton’s murder. But a bigger threat has
arrived on the reservation. One that wears ﬂesh
and blood, and is intent on revenge. And it’ll kill
anyone who gets in its way…
Full Moon Rising Keri Arthur 2006-01-31 In this
exciting debut, author Keri Arthur explodes onto
the supernatural scene with a sexy, sensuous
tale of intrigue and suspense set in a world
where legends walk and the shady paths of the
underworld are far more sinister than anyone
envisioned. A rare hybrid of vampire and
werewolf, Riley Jenson and her twin brother,
Rhoan, work for Melbourne’s Directorate of Other
Races, an organization created to police the
supernatural races–and protect humans from
their depredations. While Rhoan is an exalted
guardian, a.k.a. assassin, Riley is merely an oﬃce
worker–until her brother goes missing on one of
his missions. The timing couldn’t be worse. More
werewolf than vampire, Riley is vulnerable to the
moon heat, the weeklong period before the full
moon, when her need to mate becomes allconsuming.… Luckily Riley has two willing
partners to satisfy her every need. But she will
have to control her urges if she’ s going to ﬁnd
her brother….Easier said than done as the city
pulses with frenzied desire, and Riley is
confronted with a very powerful–and delectably
naked–vamp who raises her temperature like
never before. In matters carnal, Riley has met
her match. But in matters criminal, she must
follow her instincts not only to ﬁnd her brother
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but to stop an unholy harvest. For someone is
doing some shifty cloning in an attempt to
produce the ultimate warrior–by tapping into the
genome of nonhumans like Rhoan. Now Riley
knows just how dangerous the world is for her
kind–and just how much it needs her. BONUS:
This edition contains an excerpt from Keri
Arthur's Kissing Sin.
Moon Sworn Keri Arthur 2010-05-25 BONUS: This
edition contains excerpt chapters from Keri
Arthur's Mercy Burns and Darkness Unbound.
Some nights never end. Some desires never die. .
. . Shape-shifting werewolf and vampire Riley
Jenson is through with death—causing it, solving
it, surviving it. Her soul mate, Kye Murphy, is
dead—and at Riley’s own hands. Not even the
seductive embrace of her vampire lover, Quinn,
can fully ease her mind, for she has begun
questioning everything that makes her
Riley—including her job at the Directorate. Now,
the ritualistically slain bodies of ex-cons have
started turning up. Reluctantly, Riley takes the
case, but something even worse is waiting in the
wings. A vicious enemy from her past is
determined to strip Riley of everything that gives
her life any meaning: her lover, her brother—and
even her own identity. Can Riley survive this
ultimate assault? All she knows is, she must ﬁght
one last time to ﬁnd answers, before everything
goes dark forever.
Touch the Dark Karen Chance 2006-06-06 THE
FIRST NOVEL IN THE NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLING CASSANDRA PALMER SERIES!
Cassandra Palmer can see the future and
communicate with spirits—talents that make her
attractive to the dead and the undead. The
ghosts of the dead aren’t usually dangerous; they
just like to talk…a lot. The undead are another
matter. Like any sensible girl, Cassie tries to
avoid vampires. But when the bloodsucking
maﬁoso she escaped three years ago ﬁnds
Cassie again with vengeance on his mind, she’s
forced to turn to the vampire Senate for
protection. The undead senators won’t help her
for nothing, and Cassie ﬁnds herself working with
one of their most powerful members, a
dangerously seductive master vampire—and the
price he demands may be more than Cassie is
willing to pay....
On the Edge Ilona Andrews 2009-09-29 Step into
a whole new world in the ﬁrst Novel of the Edge
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from the #1 New York Times bestselling author of
the Kate Daniels series. The Edge lies between
worlds, on the border between the Broken, where
people shop at Wal-Mart and magic is a fairy
tale—and the Weird, where blueblood aristocrats
rule, changelings roam, and the strength of your
magic can change your destiny... Rose Drayton
thought if she practiced her magic, she could
build a better life for herself. But things didn’t
turn out the way she’d planned, and now she
works an oﬀ-the-books job in the Broken just to
survive. Then Declan Camarine, a blueblood
noble straight out of the deepest part of the
Weird, comes into her life, determined to have
Rose (and her power). But when a ﬂood of
creatures hungry for magic invade the Edge,
Declan and Rose must overcome their
diﬀerences and work together to destroy
them—or the beasts will devour the Edge and
everyone in it...
Bound To Shadows Keri Arthur 2010-01-07 At a
local vampire club, someone is beheading the
clientele, and the peace the Guardians are meant
to maintain is getting shaky. Human and vampire
fatalities escalate and Riley Jenson - a rare hybrid
of werewolf and vampire - ﬁnds herself struggling
to make sense of the murders and, in particular,
her main suspect: the club's owner Dante Starke
and his powerful sexual aura. And if things
weren't bad enough, she's also torn between her
love for Quinn and her connection with the
unpredictable werewolf Kye - her soulmate. With
the city on the verge of all-out war, Riley must
not only capture the killer, but choose between
the man she loves and the man she's destined to
be with.
Lifemate Connections Keri Arthur 2007-03-31
"Ms. Arthur is a master at creating fabulous
paranormal worlds that are amazingly realistic
and wholly believable. Readers will be delighted
with this imaginative escape, and hoping there's
more of the same seduction in the future."-Darque Reviews She's every man's desire and
one man's target. Some think of Lifemate
Connections as a government approved dating
service, meant to keep order in a world where
men outnumber women ten to one and only the
rich are allowed to bear children. But the
fabulously expensive hotel and bar is little more
than a sex club where approved singles are
required to test potential mates--and anything
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goes. Shifter Eryn James is beautiful but not
wealthy; when the police ask her to act as bait
for a serial killer at the hotel, she jumps at the
chance to indulge in the decadent world of the
privileged class. Her keen sense of smell should
protect her. The club is full of security, and the
cops have her under constant surveillance. None
of that will keep her safe from Grey Stockard . . .
a dangerous, mysterious fellow shifter who
instantly destroys her willpower and claims her
as his own. But even mind-blowing sex and their
powerful psychic bond can't erase Eryn's fear
that he may be the killer. A man she wants with
every ounce of her being. A man she just might
end up dying for . . . Keri Arthur, author of the
New York Times bestselling Riley Jenson Guardian
series, has now written more than thirty novels.
She's received several nominations in the Best
Contemporary Paranormal category of the
Romantic Times Reviewers Choice Awards and
has won RT's Career Achievement Award for
urban fantasy. She lives with her daughter in
Melbourne, Australia.
Blood Bound Patricia Briggs 2007-01-30 “Kickass were-coyote auto mechanic Mercedes
Thompson” (Publishers Weekly) has leapt to the
forefront of today’s urban fantasy heroes, thanks
to bestselling author Patricia Briggs. Now, Mercy
ﬁnds herself in the middle of a bloodbath—with
only one way out... Mercy has friends in low
places—and in dark ones. And now she owes one
of them a favor. Since she can shapeshift at will,
she agrees to act as some extra muscle when her
vampire friend Stefan goes to deliver a message
to another of his kind. But this new vampire is
hardly ordinary—and neither is the demon inside
of him. When the undead and the werewolves
sent to ﬁnd him don’t return, the local vampire
queen turns to Mercy for help. A coyote is no
match for a demon, but Mercy is determined to
get her friends back—including the two
werewolves circling around her heart.
Agents of Light and Darkness Simon R. Green
2014-05-29 Private eye John Taylor is grudgingly - back in the Nightside, because the
Unholy Grail is missing . . . and everyone wants
its corrosive power. John Taylor, private detective
with a diﬀerence, is back in the Nightside, that
nightmarish realm hidden deep beneath London
where it is forever 3 a.m. This time he must use
his supernatural gifts to locate the Unholy Grail;
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the cup from which Judas drank at the Last
Supper; before it falls into the wrong hands.
Anyone who touches the cup will gain
tremendous power - but they will also be
corrupted. Angels, demons, sinners and saints
are all determined to ﬁnd the Unholy Grail, no
matter what the cost. And it isn't long before
they realise exactly who can lead them to it . . .
Agents of Light and Darkness is the sequel to
Something From the Nightside and the second
title in Simon R. Green's New York Times
bestselling Nightside series.
The Darkest Kiss Keri Arthur 2008-04-29 BONUS:
This edition contains excerpts from Keri Arthur's
Destiny Kills and Deadly Desire. Danger turns her
on. Desire turns her dangerous... Riley Jenson
hunts evildoers—and does it with a style all her
own. With vamp blood coursing her through her
veins, and a werewolf’s uncanny instinct for
danger, Riley wears snakeskin stilettos and pure,
in-your-face attitude when she plunges into her
latest case: hunting down a killer whose victims
are high-society strumpets—and the rich and
powerful men they’ ve dated. But for Riley, the
case takes a chilling turn when a second killer
starts trailing mutilated bodies of his own: a
crazed young vamp choosing victims from a past
marked by tragedy. Riley knows she’s got the
skill and cunning to catch two serial killers at
once…until one of them strikes inside her own
tight-knit clan—and a sexy beast of a vampire
reenters her life to aid in the hunt. His name is
Quinn. He’s lived forever, shed blood, and shared
pleasure…and he’s the only man over whom
Riley has absolutely no control….
Dangerous Games Keri Arthur 2007-03-27 In
Melbourne’s urban underworld, there’s a
nightclub for every fantasy and desire. But for
Riley Jenson, one such club has become an
obsession. Riley, a rare hybrid of vampire and
werewolf, hasn’t come in pursuit of pleasure but
of an unknown killer who’s been using the
steamy nightspot as his hunting grounds. Leave
it to Riley to ﬁnd the only ticket into the heavily
guarded club: Jin, a deliciously hot-bodied
bartender who might just provide the key to
unmasking a killer unlike any other in the
Directorate’s experience. Taunted by a former
colleague turned rogue, distracted by an exlover’s attentions, Riley follows Jin into a realm of
pleasure she could never have imagined. And as
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danger and passion ignite, a shocking mystery
begins to unravel—one where Riley herself
becomes the ultimate object of desire....
Cursed Keri Arthur 2018-11-20 Whomsoever
draws the sword from the ancient seat of this
land shall rule her, and they shall bring peace
and prosperity to her people. For nearly a
thousand years, the ﬁrstborn son of every
Cannamore king has drawn the sword, and the
land and her people have indeed prospered.
Princess Nyx Bel-Hannon is neither male nor
ﬁrstborn, but it’s her hand that draws the sword
rather than her twin brother’s. Her reward:
imprisonment. But a deep darkness now spreads
across the kingdom, and her borders are
threatened by creatures capable of magic
powerful enough to destroy mountains and split
the land asunder. Without the true heir to wield
the sword, Cannamore risks annihilation. The
king and crown prince want nothing more than to
be permanently rid of Nyx, but cannot aﬀord her
blood on their hands. Instead, they give her to a
fractious warlord in the hope he will do what they
dare not. Nyx has no intention of letting the
warlord get in the way of her thirst for revenge or
the need to claim her throne. But it’s a quest that
may well destroy the kingdom she loves, because
Nyx has been cursed by the god of war. It is her
destiny to save Cannamore. Or utterly destroy it.
Darkness Falls Keri Arthur 2014-12-02 THE
FINAL BOOK IN THE NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLING SERIES BY “ONE OF THE BEST
URBAN FANTASY AUTHORS IN PRINT
TODAY.”—Darque Reviews New York Times
bestselling author Keri Arthur brings her Dark
Angels series to a breathtaking conclusion as
half-werewolf, half-Aedh Risa Jones treads a
knife’s edge between the salvation of the human
race and its total annihilation. The search for the
last key to the gates of hell has begun, and halfwerewolf, half-Aedh Risa Jones is in more danger
than ever—and one misstep could prove ruinous.
It's only a matter of time before Madeleine
Hunter, the dangerous head of the vampire
council, begins her hunt for complete domination.
And for Risa, that comes with an alarming
ultimatum: hand over the last key to Hunter or,
one by one, her loved ones will die. Now, it’s a
race against time for Risa to save those she
loves, and to stop Hunter's apocalyptic plan to
open the very gates of hell. INCLUDES A BONUS
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EXCERPT OF KERI ARTHUR’S FIREBORN
Mercy Burns Keri Arthur 2011-04-19 For readers
of Keri Arthur’s bestselling Riley Jenson Guardian
series comes a new sexy and exciting
paranormal romance—the second novel in her
acclaimed Myth and Magic series. Mercy
Reynolds is a reporter in the San Francisco Bay
area, but she’s also more—and less—than
human. Half woman, half air dragon, she’s a
“draman”—unable to shift shape but still able to
unleash ﬁery energy. Now something will put her
powers to the test. Mercy’s friend Rainey has
enlisted her help to solve her sister’s murder.
Then a horrible accident claims Rainey’s life,
leaving Mercy only ﬁve days to ﬁnd the killer: If
Mercy fails, according to dragon law, Rainey’s
soul will be doomed to roam the earth for
eternity. But how can Mercy help when she
herself is a target? With nowhere else to turn,
she must join forces with a sexy stranger—the
mysterious man they call “Muerte,” or death
itself, who’s as irresistible as he is treacherous.
But can even Death keep Mercy alive for long
enough to ﬁnd her answers?
Deadly Desire Keri Arthur 2011-10-06 Guardian
Riley Jenson always seems to face the worst
villains. And this time's no diﬀerent. For it's no
ordinary sorceress who can raise the dead to do
her killing. But that's exactly what Riley expects
to ﬁnd at the end of a trail of female corpses
used - and discarded - in a bizarre ritual of evil.
With pressure mounting to catch the ﬁend, the
last thing Riley needs is the heat of the upcoming
full moon bringing her werewolf hormones to a
boil - or the reappearance of a sexy bounty
hunter, the rogue wolf Kye Murphy. Riley has
threatened Murphy with arrest if he doesn't back
oﬀ the investigation, but it's Riley who feels
handcuﬀed by Kye's lupine charm. Torn between
her vamp and wolf natures, between her love for
Quinn and her attraction to Kye, Riley knows
she's courting danger and indulging the deadliest
desires. For her hunt through the supernatural
underworld will bring her face-to-face with what
lurks in a darkness where even monsters fear to
tread.
Cravings Laurell K. Hamilton 2004-06-29 Four
favorite paranormal romance authors present
their favorite characters in four tales of bloodlust,
appetites that must be sated again and again,
and the passion that feeds them... In the heat of
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the night, anything goes. Boundaries are crossed
and secret yearnings take shape. Creatures stalk
the shadows, surrendering to their wildest
needs—and satisfying hungers that take their
victims beyond fear to the dark edge of desire...
Includes an Anita Blake, Vampire Hunter story
from New York Times bestselling author Laurell K.
Hamilton.
Bite Richard Laymon 2012-04-12 What do you do
when a vampire comes knocking? Bite is a
thrilling adventure of horror, vampires and old
ﬂames, from the master of the macabre Richard
Laymon. Perfect for fans of Stephen King and Joe
Hill. When Sam's ex-girlfriend Cat arrives at his
door, he can't believe his eyes. It's been a long
time, but he's never forgotten her. But before the
night is over, Cat will be lying face down on the
bed, acting as bait, and Sam will be hiding in the
wardrobe with a hammer in one hard and a
wooden stake in the other. They won't have long
to wait. The vampire is coming. What readers are
saying about Bite: 'I can honestly say that this
book is brilliant, nay, a masterpiece... You can
really hear, smell and feel everything that is
happening. Laymon writes characters that are
among the most believable, three-dimensional
and exciting ever written' 'Very addictive and
suspenseful with a generous portion of Laymon's
usual sense of humour' 'Bite is pure Laymon great characters, a terriﬁc storyline and a
surprising ending'
Kitty and the Silver Bullet Carrie Vaughn
2008-01-01 Kitty's radio show is as popular as
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ever and she has a boyfriend who actually seems
to understand her. Can she ﬁnally settle down to
a normal life? Not if this is just the calm before
the storm. When her mother falls ill, Kitty rushes
back to Denver--and right back to the abusive
pack of werewolves she escaped a year ago. To
make matters worse, a war is brewing between
the city's two oldest vampires, threatening the
whole supernatural community. Though she
wants to stay neutral, Kitty is again drawn into a
world of politics and violence. To protect her
family, her lover, and herself, she'll have to
choose sides. And maybe become what she
hates--a killer.
Beneath A Rising Moon Keri Arthur 2010-05-06
On the werewolf reservation of Ripple Creek, a
killer is on the loose. Three women are dead and
Neva Grant's twin sister is ﬁghting for her life.
Neva vows to hunt down the killer, if Savannah
ﬁnds the strength to live. To begin the hunt, she
must seduce a member of the suspected Sinclair
clan. To her dismay, the only Sinclair not under
suspicion is a wolf with a hard-drinking, hardloving reputation. Duncan Sinclair has been
called back home to ﬁnd a killer. Soon, he's
approached by a wolf who has more than
seduction on her mind, and he ﬁnds himself
ensnared in a web of desire and deceit. As the
murders continue, Duncan and Neva ﬁnd
themselves having to trust each other in order to
survive. Can they trust the emotions ﬂaring
between them? Or will the lies of the present, the
deeds of the past and a killer's intentions tear
them apart?
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